NON-VIOLENCE  IN EVOLUTION	V
A classic example of the practice of non-violence for a
mundane end is presented in Mahatma Gandhi's political
tactics of Non-violent Non-co-operation. The aim of Mr.
Gandhi and his followers is to obtain for the people of
India the political boon of complete self-government; and
the pursuit of this aim by these tactics is evidence of a
high degree of intellectual and moral originality; for the
aim in view has been valued at its present  enormously
current price in a Western Vanity Fair; and our Western
nationalists have seldom or never abstained from resorting
to violence—of heart, if not of hand—in their endeavours
to  gain possession  of this  coveted pearl.  Mr.  Gandhi's
tactical recourse of Non-violence is therefore a noteworthy
new departure in the political technique of a Westernized
'Great Society'; but it is not, of course, so great a departure
as a practice of Non-violence for reasons which  are not
just tactical but are strategic. While Mr. Gandhi practises
Non-violence  because he considers  this  to  be  the  most
efficacious means of pursuing an aim that is mundane,
the Non-violence of Jesus and Johann ben Zakkai is a
reflection   on     the mundane   plane,    of   a   transference
of the  field  of   action   from   that   mundane   plane   to
another.'3
But Prof. Arnold Toynbee does not quite see the
reason why Gandhiji lias dared to experiment the method
of Non-violence on the mundane plane. It is precisely
because Gandhiji refuses to make any distinction between
the mundane and the cother-worldlyJ plane so far as the
moral and physical laws which govern them are concerned.
For him the outside universe is but a reflection of the inside
universe, and he repeats time and again that "the universe
is compressed in the atom. There is not one law for the
atom and another for the universe." It is not only the eye

